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Abstract: Measuring the Costs of Voting and their Impacts 
 
Although much literature in political science refers to the costs of voting, they 
have not been comprehensively studied. I develop a new theory of costs based on 
both the tasks needed to vote and their attendant individual-specific trade-offs. I 
then use an original survey to demonstrate that perceived task difficulty measures 
perform well for measuring these costs. Finally, I look at the impact of these costs on 
both validated voter turnout and intention to vote. 
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Factors	 Eigenvalue	 Proportion	Factor	1	 1.4355	 1.2592	Factor	2	 -0.0975	 -0.0855	Factor	3	 -0.1980	 -0.1737	




Difficulty of Voting Coefficient (standard 
error) 
Statistical Significance 
Finding out where to vote 0.154 
(0.026) 
0.000 


































Traveling to the polls -0.876 
(0.155) 
0.000 757 







Voting in the 2016 Election Coefficient (standard 
error) 
Statistical Significance 
Finding out where to vote -0.303 
(0.132) 
0.022 

















Voting in the 2016 Election Coefficient (standard 
error) 
Statistical Significance 
Overall difficulty of voting 0.013 
(0.223) 
0.954 
Finding out where to vote -0.324 
(0.139) 
0.020 











Pseudo R-squared .074 
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Table	34:	Comparing	Tasks	on	Election	Day	to	General	Responsibilities		 Model	1	 	 Model	2	
	 Coefficient	(Standard	

















Expected wait time Number of Respondents Percentage of Respondents 
Less than 10 minutes 281 36.68% 
10 to 20 minutes 234 30.55% 
20 to 30 minutes 93 12.14% 
30 to 40 minutes 42 5.48% 
40 to 50 minutes 9 1.17% 
50 minutes to an hour 11 1.44% 
1 hour to 2 hours 4 0.52% 
2 hours to 3 hours 7 0.91% 
Over 3 hours 0 0.00% 
I Don’t know 85 11.10% 	 Table	36	shows	descriptive	information	on	how	long	voters	reported	they	expected	to	spend	waiting	in	line.		In	my	data,	67%	of	the	respondents	expected	to	spend	20	minutes	or	less	in	line	waiting	to	vote.		However,	there	were	a	few	(just	under	3%)	who	reported	they	expected	to	wait	over	an	hour	to	vote.	
Table	37:	Expected	Travel	Times	
Expected travel time Number of Respondents Percentage of Respondents 
Less than 10 minutes 539 70.37% 
10 to 20 minutes 137 17.89% 
20 to 30 minutes 35 4.57% 
30 to 40 minutes 16 2.09% 
40 to 50 minutes 11 1.44% 
50 minutes to an hour 11 1.44% 
1 hour to 2 hours 4 0.52% 
Over 2 hours 2 0.26% 













Table	38:	Predicting	Perceived	Time	Cost	with	Additional	Factors		 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	 Model	4		 Coef.	(S.E.)	 Coef.	(S.E.)	 Coef.	(S.E.)	 Coef.	(S.E.)	








































Difficulty of Traveling Coefficient (standard 
error) 
Statistical Significance 







Observations 750 	 If	hypotheses	8	and	9	are	correct,	the	dummy	variables	for	each	of	these	factors	should	be	statistically	significant	and	negative,	as	they	should	each	significantly	reduce	the	cost	of	traveling	to	the	polls.		Table	42	shows	the	results	of	a	linear	regression	where	the	three	transportation	options	are	used	as	dummy	variables	to	predict	self-reported	traveling	cost.	
Table	42:	Predicting	Travel	Cost	with	Transportation	Options	
Difficulty of Traveling Coefficient (standard 
error) 
Statistical Significance 
Vehicle Access -0.323 
(0.161) 
0.045 
Public Transportation -0.185 
(0.183) 
0.310 














Difficulty of Traveling Coefficient (standard 
error) 
Statistical Significance 
Public Transportation -0.586 
(0.289) 
0.046 
Convenience (Public Trans) 0.339 
(0.106) 
0.002 
Ride-Sharing Services -0.188 
(0.258) 
0.469 
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Intention to Vote in the 
2016 Election 
Model 1 Model 2 
Overall difficulty of voting -1.201*** 
(0.210) 
 
Finding out where to vote  -0.200 
(0.182) 










Pseudo R-squared .121 .192 
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Appendix:	Survey	Questions		V1:	Do	you	intend	to	vote	in	the	upcoming	Presidential	election	in	November?	1. Yes	2. Maybe	3. No	4. I	don’t	know	5. I	already	voted		V2:	How	often	do	you	vote	in	local,	state,	and	national	elections?	1. More	than	once	a	year	2. At	least	once	a	year	3. At	least	once	every	two	years	4. At	least	once	every	four	years	5. Rarely	6. I’ve	never	voted	before	7. I	don’t	know		V3:	Do	you	like	to	go	vote	with	other	people	like	neighbors,	family,	friends,	or	coworkers?	Or	do	you	prefer	to	go	to	your	polling	place	by	yourself?	1. I	prefer	to	go	vote	with	others	2. I	prefer	to	go	vote	by	myself	3. I	don’t	know		V4:	When	you	go	to	your	polling	place	to	vote	do	you	usually	know	the	people	running	the	polls	or	waiting	to	vote?	Or	are	they	usually	strangers	to	you?	1. I	know	almost	everyone	where	I	vote	2. I	know	most	people	where	I	vote	3. I	know	some	people	where	I	vote,	but	not	most	4. I	know	a	few	people	where	I	vote	5. I	don’t	know	anyone	where	I	vote	6. I	don’t	know		V5:	Voting	often	can	be	difficult	or	inconvenient	for	people	because	it	requires	figuring	out	where	to	vote,	finding	time	to	vote,	travelling	to	the	polls,	and	waiting	in	line.	All	things	considered,	how	difficult	or	inconvenient	is	it	for	you	to	vote	in	a	typical	election?	1. Very	easy	/	convenient	2. Fairly	easy	/	convenient	3. Fairly	difficult	/	inconvenient	4. Very	difficult	/	inconvenient	5. I	don’t	know			 	
127		
	
V6:	How	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	figure	out	where	you	are	assigned	to	vote	in	this	Novembers	election?	In	other	words,	how	hard	is	it	to	find	out	where	your	neighborhood	polling	place	is?	1. I	already	know	where	I	go	to	vote	2. Very	easy	3. Fairly	easy	4. Fairly	difficult	5. Very	difficult	6. I	don’t	know		V7:	Where	do	you	expect	to	be	during	most	of	the	day	on	Tuesday,	November	8th	(Election	Day)?	1. At	home	2. At	work	3. At	school	4. Running	errands	5. Somewhere	else	6. I	don’t	know		V8:	If	you	vote	in	this	upcoming	election	on	Tuesday,	November	8,	how	long	do	you	expect	it	will	take	for	you	to	travel	to	your	polling	place	to	vote?	Think	about	where	you	would	be	during	the	day,	where	your	voting	location	is,	and	how	you	would	get	there.	If	you	don’t	know	where	your	polling	place	is,	assume	it	is	two	miles	away	from	your	home.	1. Less	than	10	minutes	2. 10	to	20	minutes	3. 20	to	30	minutes	4. 30	to	40	minutes	5. 40	to	50	minutes	6. 50	minutes	to	an	hour	7. 1	hour	to	2	hours	8. Over	2	hours	9. I	don’t	know		V9:	To	vote	in	Pennsylvania,	you	have	to	travel	to	your	assigned	neighborhood	polling	place	on	Election	Day	before	7:00	PM.	Considering	your	transportation	options	and	where	you	will	be	during	the	day	on	Tuesday,	how	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	travel	to	your	voting	location?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know			
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V10:	If	you	vote	in	this	election	on	November	8th,	how	long	do	you	expect	to	wait	in	line	at	your	polling	place?	1. Less	than	10	minutes	2. 10	to	20	minutes	3. 20	to	30	minutes	4. 30	to	40	minutes	5. 40	to	50	minutes	6. 50	minutes	to	an	hour	7. 1	hour	to	2	hours	8. 2	hours	to	3	hours	9. Over	3	hours	10.	I	don’t	know		V11:	Voting	requires	you	to	set	aside	some	time	to	travel	to	your	polling	place	and	wait	in	line.	How	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	find	time	to	vote	on	Election	Day?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know		V12:	Do	you	have	a	current	driver’s	license?	1. Yes	2. No	3. I	don’t	know		V13:	On	a	typical	Tuesday,	do	you	have	access	to	a	vehicle	you	can	drive?	1. Yes	2. No	3. I	don’t	know		V14:	Do	you	use	public	transportation	such	as	the	bus,	train,	or	subway	in	your	town	or	city?	1. Yes,	I	use	them	often	2. I	use	them	sometimes	3. I	have	used	them,	but	only	rarely	4. No,	I	have	never	used	these	services	5. I	don’t	know			 	
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V15:	From	where	you	are	during	the	day	on	a	typical	Tuesday,	how	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	use	public	transportation	(bus,	train,	subway,	etc.)	to	get	around	town?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know		V16:	Do	you	use	ride-sharing	services	like	Uber,	Lyft,	or	other	similar	services?	1. Yes,	I	use	them	often	2. I	use	them	sometimes	3. I	have	used	them,	but	only	rarely	4. No,	I	have	never	used	these	services	5. I	don’t	know		V17:	From	where	you	are	during	the	day	on	a	typical	Tuesday,	how	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	use	ride-sharing	services	like	Uber	and	Lyft	to	get	around	town?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know		V18:	What	is	your	employment	situation?	Are	you	currently	working	for	pay?	1. Yes,	I	have	a	job	at	the	moment	2. Yes,	but	I	am	temporarily	on	leave	3. No,	I	am	currently	unemployed	4. No,	I	am	disabled	or	retired	5. No,	I	am	currently	a	student	6. No,	I	am	a	homemaker	or	stay-at-home	parent	7. Other		V18o:	(Other	category	description)		V19:	How	many	hours	do	you	work	in	a	typical	week?	1. 35	to	45	hours	per	week	2. 45	of	more	hours	per	week	3. 20	to	35	hours	per	week	4. Other			 	
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V20:	Do	you	set	your	own	schedule	for	work?	Or	do	you	have	a	fixed	schedule	of	hours	you	must	be	at	work?	1. My	schedule	is	fixed	and	I	can’t	easily	change	it	2. Part	of	my	schedule	is	fixed,	and	I	set	the	rest	3. I	set	my	own	schedule	4. My	schedule	depends	on	the	week	5. Other		V21:	On	a	typical	Tuesday	what	times	of	the	day	are	you	usually	working?	Please	check	all	that	apply.		 V21m:	(mornings)	.	/	1		 V21a:	(afternoons)	.	/	1		V21e:	(evenings)	.	/	1		V21n:	(nighttime)	.	/	1		V21le:	(late	nights/early	mornings)	.	/	1		V21na:	(none)	.	/	1		V21d:	(it	depends	on	the	week)	.	/	1		V22:	Sometimes	people	need	to	take	off	work	for	a	few	hours	for	reasons	like	a	family	emergency,	a	doctor’s	visit,	or	running	important	errands.	In	general,	how	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	leave	work	for	a	few	hours?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know			 	
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V23:	Consider	a	situation	where	you	need	to	leave	work	for	a	couple	hours	during	your	normal	working	hours.	This	could	be	for	something	like	a	family	emergency,	doctor’s	appointment,	or	an	important	errand.	Would	you	still	be	paid	for	the	time	you	are	gone?	Or	would	you	not	be	paid	for	this	time?	1. I	would	still	be	paid	when	gone	from	work	for	a	couple	hours	2. I	would	not	be	paid	when	I’m	not	at	work	for	any	reason	3. It	depends	on	the	situation	4. I	don’t	know		V24:	Do	you	currently	attend	college	graduate	school	or	any	classes?	Please	choose	the	category	that	most	applies	to	you.	1. I	am	a	high	school	student	2. I	am	a	full-time	college	student	3. I	am	a	part-time	college	student	4. I	am	a	full-time	graduate	student	5. I	am	a	part-time	graduate	student	6. No,	I	am	not	currently	a	student	7. Other	__________		V24o:	(other	description)		V25:	On	a	typical	Tuesday,	do	you	have	classes,	labs,	or	other	required	school	activities?	1. Yes,	most	of	the	day	2. Yes,	part	of	the	day	3. Yes,	only	at	night	(after	7	PM)	4. No	5. Other		V26:	Sometimes	people	need	to	miss	school	due	to	things	like	a	family	emergency,	a	doctor’s	visit,	or	running	important	errands.	In	general,	how	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	miss	school	for	a	few	hours?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know		V27:	Do	you	currently	take	care	of	children	or	other	dependents?	1. Yes,	I	take	care	of	children	2. Yes,	I	am	a	caretaker	3. Yes,	I	am	a	nanny	4. Sometimes	5. No		
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V28:	During	the	day	on	a	typical	Tuesday,	are	you	taking	care	of	children	or	other	dependents?	1. Yes,	all	of	the	day	2. Yes,	part	of	the	day	3. No	4. It	depends	on	the	week		V29:	Sometimes	people	need	to	leave	their	children	or	dependents	with	a	caretaker	or	babysitter	for	a	few	hours	for	things	like	a	family	emergency,	a	doctor’s	visit,	or	running	important	errands.	In	general,	how	difficult	is	it	for	you	to	have	someone	else	watch	your	children	or	dependents	for	a	few	hours?	1. Very	easy	2. Fairly	easy	3. Fairly	difficult	4. Very	difficult	5. I	don’t	know		V30:	Some	people	hate	waiting	in	long	lines,	while	others	don’t	mind	it	much.	On	a	scale	from	1	to	5	how	much	do	you	dislike	waiting	in	lines?	1. (I	don’t	mind	waiting	in	line	at	all)	2. 		3. 		4. 		5. (I	really	hate	waiting	in	line)	6. I	don’t	know		V31:	Visiting	a	government	office	like	the	Dept.	of	Motor	Vehicles	(DMV)	can	be	difficult	or	inconvenient	for	people	because	it	requires	locating	the	office,	traveling	there,	and	waiting	in	line.	All	things	considered,	how	difficult	or	inconvenient	is	it	for	you	to	visit	a	government	office	like	the	DMV?	1. Very	easy	/	convenient	2. Fairly	easy	/	convenient	3. Fairly	difficult	/	inconvenient	4. Very	difficult	/	inconvenient	5. I	don’t	know		V32:	Imagine	for	a	moment	you	need	to	visit	the	Dept.	of	Motor	Vehicles	(DMV)	to	get	a	new	drivers	license.		If	you	could	pay	someone	to	wait	in	line	and	get	the	license	for	you	how	much	money	(in	$)	would	you	offer	them?		Assume	that	this	activity	takes	two	hours.	$_________			 	
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V33:	What	is	the	highest	level	of	education	you	have	completed	or	the	highest	degree	you	have	received?	1. Less	than	9th	grade	2. 10th	grade	3. 11th	grade	4. 12th	grade,	no	HS	diploma	5. High	School	graduate	or	equivalent	(GED,	etc.)	6. Some	college,	no	degree	7. Associate	degree	8. Bachelor’s	degree	(BA,	BS,	AB,	etc.)	9. Master’s	degree	(MA,	MS,	MBA,	etc.)	10.	Professional	School	(MD,	DDS,	LLB,	JD,	etc.)	11.	Doctoral	Degree	(PhD,	EdD,	D.	Phil.,	etc.)		V34:	Which	of	the	following	best	describes	where	you	currently	live?	1. I	own	my	home	2. I	rent	my	home	3. I	live	in	a	dorm	or	other	community	housing	4. I	live	with	my	parents	or	other	family	in	their	home	5. I	live	in	an	assisted	care	facility	or	nursing	home	6. Other		V35:	Which	of	the	following	racial	and/or	ethnic	categories	would	you	use	to	describe	yourself?	Please	check	all	that	apply.		 V35w:	(White,	Anglo,	or	Caucasian)	.	/	1		 V35b:	(Black	or	African	American)	.	/	1		 V35h:	(Hispanic	or	Latino)	.	/	1		V35a:	(Asian	or	Pacific	Islander)	.	/	1		V35i:	(Native	American,	American	Indian,	or	Alaskan	Native)	.	/	1		V35o:	(Other)	.	/	1			 	
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V36:	How	many	children	under	the	age	of	12	live	in	your	household?	1. No	children	2. One	child	3. Two	children	4. Three	children	5. Four	children	6. More	than	four	children		V37:	How	many	children	between	the	ages	of	12	and	18	live	in	your	household?	1. No	children	2. One	child	3. Two	children	4. Three	children	5. Four	children	6. More	than	four	children		V38:	What	is	your	approximate	yearly	household	income?	Your	answers	will	be	kept	confidential.	1. Less	than	$10,000	2. $10,000	to	$30,000	3. $30,000	to	$50,000	4. $50,000	to	$70,000	5. $70,000	to	$90,000	6. $90,000	to	$120,000	7. $120,000	to	$150,000	8. $150,000	to	$180,000	9. $180,000	to	$210,000	10.	Above	$210,000	11.	I	don’t	know	12.	I	prefer	not	to	answer		
